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McCarthy’s Late Error Nearly Costs Dallas
Mike McCarthy made all the right 4th down calls until it mattered most. On the game’s opening drive, Dallas gained nine yards on three plays leaving them with 4th and 1 from their own 
34-yard line. Surprisingly to most, McCarthy chose to go for it giving the Cowboys 2.9% greater chance to win prior to the snap, but they were stopped, dropping their win probability by 
9.4%. Two drives later, nearing the end of the 1st quarter, the Cowboys again faced 4th and 1, this time from their own 47-yard line. This time, going for it was a no-brainer, increasing 
the Cowboys’ pre-snap win probability by 4.5% vs. a punt, and Ezekiel Elliott was able to reach midfield. Nearing the end of the 2nd quarter the decision to go for it on 4th and Goal 
from the 1-yard line gave Dallas 4.8% greater chance to win vs. a field goal attempt, but after scoring, replay review overturned the call, costing the Cowboys 13.9%. But the biggest call 
came with 2:47 left in the game. Trailing by one and facing 4th and 2 from the Patriots’ 33-yard line, McCarthy chose to attempt a field goal, giving Dallas 12.8% LESS chance to win vs. a 
1st down attempt, the largest error of Week 6. The required conversion rate was around 35%, and an average team would be expected to convert a 4th and 2 around 55% of the time. If 
Greg Zuerlein makes the kick, New England still has over two minutes and only needs a field goal to win, but to make matters worse,  Zuerlein missed the kick. Fortunately for Dallas fans, 
however, after a thrilling two-play sequence, the Cowboys were able to force overtime and win on the opening possession.
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Thrilling Finish in Foxboro
The Cowboys and Patriots gave us the most thrilling ending of Week 6 with 17 points scored in the final 2:30 of regulation. After a Dallas missed field goal, the Patriots were in clock-
killing mode with a one-point lead, though Dallas still had all three timeouts. On 2nd and 15, Trevon Diggs intercepted a Mac Jones pass and returned it for a touchdown to give Dallas 
the lead. The pick-six increased the Cowboys’ win probability by 47.3%, up to 67.4% (#1 Impactful Play). On the very first play of the ensuing Patriots possession, Jones hit Kendrick 
Bourne for a 75-yard touchdown to retake the lead, increasing New England’s win probability by 24.6% (#6 Impactful Play). A successful 2PAT gave the Patriots a 3-point lead and 
added 8.5% more in win probability. New England forced a 4th and 4 for Dallas, but the Cowboys conversion took Dallas from 25.5% win probability up to 48.4% (#7 Impactful Play) 
before forcing overtime on a Greg Zuerlein field goal in the waning seconds. Dallas went on to win on a CeeDee Lamb touchdown catch on the second overtime possession.
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Carolina’s Comeback Falls Short
Carolina came back to force overtime after trailing by 11 in the 4th quarter but fell short in the extra period. Some win probability numbers from their 4th quarter comeback:

After losing a fumble at their own 38-yard line with 8:30 left, the Panthers had just 1.1% chance to win. They held the Vikings to a 4th down field goal attempt, which Minnesota missed. 
After a field goal of their own cut the Vikings lead to 28-20, the Panthers had 3.8% win probability. Carolina then forced a punt, but Minnesota pinned them back at their own 4-yard 
line. Three plays later, they faced 4th and 10 with 1:54 remaining and had only 1.7% win probability before converting on a 41-yard pass, increasing their win probability to 7.1%. They 
converted another 4th down, this time 4th and 6 from the Minnesota 32-yard line, taking their win probability from 4.5% to 14.3%. After scoring a touchdown with 42 seconds left, 
Carolina was at 18.3% and jumped to 38.0% after tying the game with a 2PAT conversion. Then prior to Greg Joseph’s missed a game-winning field goal attempt for Minnesota sent the 
game to overtime, Carolina had only 11.9% chance to win.
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GWC
Game-Winning Chance (GWC) is a team’s win probability, generated from the EdjFootball simulation model, which 
simulates each game 400,000 times. The EdjSports proprietary model is based on historical NFL play-by-play data 
and is fully customized for each team’s strengths and weaknesses. Every team has a GWC at kickoff, based on the 
customized matchup, which fluctuates throughout the game, ending at either 0% or 100%.

EPI (Edj Power Index) Rankings
EPI Rankings is a cumulative ranking of our four EPIs – Offensive Pass, Offensive Rush, Defensive Pass, and 
Defensive Rush – based on analysis of prior team performance against expectation. We run 400,000 unique game 
simulations for each team against a theoretical league average opponent and then evaluate these results to construct 
comprehensive team comparisons.

Gameday Matchup
Gameday Matchup is our preview of a specific game. It shows the pregame GWC for each team as well as how the 
two teams match up on each EPI. Included is a video preview explaining our Keys to the Matchup as well as our 
expected Game-Winning Margin and Game-Total Points from the simulation model.

Please contact us with questions or for further dialogue about our methodologies. 
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Cowboys Post-Game Report (vs. Patriots)
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Cowboys Critical Calls (vs. Patriots)
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Cowboys Critical Calls (vs. Patriots)
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Patriots Critical Calls (vs. Cowboys)
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Patriots Critical Calls (vs. Cowboys)
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FO/EdjSports Staff
FO-Teams@EdjSports.com
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